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Abstract

We construct the generators forming the exact 50(5) symmetry algebra for unified

theory of Antiferromagnetism and Superconductivity. In the continuum limit of the stan-

dard d-wave factor g2(p) ~ 1 the approximate 50(5) symmetry proposed by S.C. Zhang

[1] is recovered.
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1. It is well known that there exists the close proximity and interplay between

antiferromagnetism and the d-wave superconductivity phases in high Tc-cuprate materials.

So, any convincing theory of these materials must be able to explain this remarkable

property.

S.C. Zhang has recently proposed [1] an approximate 50(5) symmetry which unifies

antiferromagnetism and d-wave superconductivity. It has been shown that the complex

phase diagram of high Tc-superconductors can be deduced from this symmetry scheme. In

this formalism the concept called superspin has been introduced. It is a five dimensional

vector na, three components of which,

z p

are identified with the antiferromagnetic order parameters, and the remaining two,

n4 = A + A+ , n5 = i(A - A+),

AE-V 5 (p) £ , J . C p / _ p , 1 (2)
* p

g{p) = cospx-cos py,

are identified with the d-wave superconductivity order parameters [2,3]. Here cpi are

electron operators, aa - Pauli matrices, and Q = (TT, TT, TT) antiferromagnetic ordering

vector.

The ten generators of 50(5) symmetry group consist of three rotation generators of

5(9(3) spin symmetry subgroup acting on the (nj, 712,713) subspace, one generator of U(l)

charge symmetry acting on the (714,715) subspace, together with six ira and TT+ operators

[4], which can rotate (ni,n2,7i3) into (714,715) and vice versa.

It is worth noting that the generators with expressions originally found in [1,4], as

has been stated by the authors, form the closed 50(5) algebra only in the continuum ap-

proximation of the standard d-wave factor, #2(p) ~ 1. C.L. Henley [5] also independently

made a crucial observation that if one replaces g (p) by sgn(cospz — cospy), the 50(5)



algebra introduced in [1] closes exactly. It is also noted that the superspin defined by

Eqs.(l) and (2) transform exactly as vector representation only in this approximation.

2. Here we suggest a different approach to constructing exact 50(5) symmetry algebra

without any restriction on g (p). The idea is somewhat similar to that of deformed quan-

tum harmonic oscillator [6-8]. Instead of ordinary anticommutation relations between

electron creation and annihilation operators we propose the following " <?-deformed" rela-

tions:

CPAJ + GKPMQ))"1 <*,< = (9-2(P))~U Wi , ,
(3)

P ,» q j q i JcPi i = o,

with U being defined in such a way that

[ p i ] - c p , (4)

and consequently

U=N-M. (5)

Here N is the number of electrons and M is the number of lattice sites.

It can be shown that the commutation relations (3) and (4) correspond to the following

equation for U :

This operator U will be identified with the U(l) charge mentioned above. The rotation

generators of the SO(3) spin symmetry subgroup are taken to be of the form

So = l'E(9a(l>))U~l<i°aCp, (7)
z p

while the 7ra-operators are

h U Y 2 U
y a a c _ p . (8)

z p

Now using the commutation relations (3), it can be checked directly that the operators

(6)-(8) satisfy the exact 50(5) algebra:

[Lab, Led] = i (SacLbd + SbdLac — 5adLbc — SbcLad) (9)



with the following identification:

' 0 S2

-Sz 0

Lab =

5,

0

o
(10)

In order to have the exact 50(5) vector representation,

, nc] = i (11)

the expressions (1) and (2) for superspin na are to be modified accordingly, namely:

n« = ~(-l)f cp+Qaacp, (12)

(13)

So in this case the factor g(p) enters not only the d-wave superconducting order param-

eters, but also the antiferromagnetic order parameters.

We note that due to the presence of ^-factor in the commutation relations (3), for

the multielectron vector state to be antisymmetric, the ^-factor must be added in an

appropriate manner to the product of creation operators. For example, for the two electron

state we have

•cp2,i2
CPi,M 1°) = ~ IP2Z'2, P in) • (14)

In general, it can be shown that

n

|Plti ,P2i2 ,-- ,Pntn) = I T
fc=l

(15)

3. In conclusion we have constructed the generators forming the exact SO(5) symme-

try algebra for unified theory of antiferromagnetism and superconductivity. The next step



step which is much more physically interesting is to derive and analyse a class of mi-

croscopic electron models with the exact SO(5) symmetry, as it has been done for the

continuum limit [9]. The exact SO(5) invariant Hamiltonians can be constructed simply

from the "g-deformed" SO(5) spinors, using the above defined generators. The minimal

symmetry breaking interactions can be introduced and classified according to irreducible

antisymmetric tensors of the "^-deformed" SO(5) algebra. We hope to return to them in

a future paper.
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Note added: After completion of this work a preprint appeared [10] in which an idea of

quantum group for the description of high temperature superconductivity and antiferro-

magnetism was put forward. In view of the critique by Baskaran and Anderson [11] of the

hypothesis of Zhang's SO(5) model, Alam proposed a conjecture to model superconduc-

tivity and antiferromagnetism on a quantum group symmetry rather than usual classical

Lie group at the simplest level and as a preliminery step.
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